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In a Sept. 9 speech before hundreds of businesspersons in Buenos Aires, President Raul Alfonsin
launched what journalists described as a "frontal offensive against the international financial
community." The president announced that his government would not tolerate the International
Monetary Fund's "ridiculous prescriptions," and a resolution to initiate a "diplomatic campaign"
to see interest rates on the Argentine foreign debt frozen at "historical levels." Alfonsin's speech
occurred during his first public appearance after his party was roundly defeated by the Peronists in
the Sept. 6 elections for provincial governors and national deputies. Along with several members of
his cabinet, the president was a guest of honor at the inauguration of an exposition commemorating
the 100th birthday of the Argentine Industrial Union (UIA). Alfonsin departed from a prepared
speech in an effort to reply to what he reportedly believed were unjust accusations leveled against
his administration's economic policy in a speech by the UIA president. After presenting a defense
of government policies, he emphasized that only a "myopic" analysis would ignore two major
factors underlying the country's economic crisis beyond the control of any party or official policy:
payment conditions and the sheer size of the foreign debt (inherited from the previous military
regime), and low prices for Argentine exports on the international market. "If prices for our products
were at 1980 levels...we would now have a $5 billion trade surplus, adequate to pay the interest as
per agreements with our creditors of $2 billion; $3 billion would remain to invest or offer cheaper
credit. But this isn't the way things are. "Meanwhile, interest rates are going up...so far this year, the
Libor has risen...1.8%, and yesterday it rose again, which means about $700 million more per year
that we have to pay." Alfonsin continued by stating that such adverse developments also require
a certain responsibility or action by the government. "...Tonight we have resolved, jointly with the
Economy Minister [Juan Sourrouille] and Foreign Minister (Dante Caputo), to immediately launch
a campaign in defense of our interests..., to freeze interest rates [on the Argentine debt] at historical
levels." Next, the president said his government would not "permit" the creditor banks to avoid
the "necessity of providing credit to debtor nations." "We are not going to tolerate a failure by the
World Bank to attend to the most important tasks for which it was created, that is dealing with
the problems of development, poverty and [building] infrastructure. Nor are we going to permit
that the IMF continues applying ridiculous prescriptions that have nothing to do with the needs
of our peoples..., that it abandon its function of...solving serious economic problems, such as those
produced by severe balance of payments disequilibrium." (Basic data from DYN, 09/09/87)
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